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sholay, directed by ritwik ghatak, was made on a budget of $1.1 million in india, and was one of the
first major films to showcase the innovative use of angutai, an indian invention which allowed it to be
shot on location in india. the movie, which revolves around a joint family, was inspired by the famous
1961 hindi film gandhi, starring dev anand and waheeda rehman. the film, directed by bimal roy,
also included the then-popular song, "ae mere dil mein hai.." released in august 1975, sholay
became an instant success, and won five national film awards including a national film award for
best feature film. it also won six filmfare awards, including best film, best director, best actor and
best music director. it was the first indian film to reach the 100-day milestone, and the first film to
complete that milestone with an epic finale. and after being nominated at the 76th academy awards
for best foreign language film, the film won the award for 'best foreign film' on 9 march 1976 at the
26th golden globes. it was directed by ritwik ghatak, produced by r. d. goenka and shobu
yarlagadda, with ghatak as the director and the screenplay was written by ghatak. the film was
based on the novel, sholay by bibhutibhushan banerjee, which was published in 1958. the actors are
shashi kapoor, rakesh roshan, shabana azmi, om puri, chunky pandey, jaya prada, aamir khan, and
amjad khan. the film's success led to sholay becoming the highest-grossing indian film of all time. it
was india's first blockbuster and earned a total of $1.2 million in the united states and canada in
1975. the film also grossed $1.6 million in the uk.
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if you are looking for the best 3d full movie, this is the movie for you. the three-dimensional visuals
are excellent, and the sound is also excellent. the scene is really good and the sound quality is also
good. there are no problems with the movie and the 3d full movie is really good to watch. the movie

gives a good 3d experience and you should give it a try. the movie was directed by ramesh sippy
and produced by b. r. chopra, shammi kapoor and yash johar. all the other writers of the film were

shivraj manji, kamal amrohi, sandeep sen, girdharilal joshi, pandurang mohan tarkare and devendra
goel. writer rajinder tilak is responsible for the screenplay. director ramesh sippy and his assistant
editor s. n. balani are the persons responsible for the movie's cinematography. the best part of the
movie is the quality of the 3d full movie. the 3d full movie is really very good. the movie is a must
watch in 3d. for me, it is one of the best 3d full movies. this is a 3d full movie that everyone should
watch at least once. to watch this is to live it. if you see this in 3d, you are bound to love it. jai and

veeru are the main protagonists of the sholay film. they are played by amitabh bachchan and
dharmendra respectively and they are the two characters in the film that have been memorised by

most movie-goers. the opening and closing credits have played a huge role in the film's success. the
final scene of the film features the couple being washed ashore, as a result of the flood, and tying

the knot in the end. the high court, which said certain films, like 'sholay' cross the boundaries of just
being ordinary words, also awarded damages of rs 25 lakh to the makers of the movie -- sholay

media and entertainment pvt ltd and sippy films pvt ltd -- which had filed the lawsuit against persons
using the popular film title to run their businesses. justice prathiba m singh, while dealing with a

trademark lawsuit stated that titles and films are capable of being recognised under the trademark
law. 5ec8ef588b
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